GERMANS, JEWS, AND THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX – TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY WORKSHOP FOR ADVANCED GRADUATE STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY
September 5, 2018
Gilman Building
Room 497
Tel Aviv University

11:00-11:20 Reception

11:20-12:15 The JPress Project
Eyal Miller, The National Library of Israel
Avital Ginat, Tel Aviv University

12:15-12:30 Coffee Break

12:30-14:30 Graduate Student Workshop
Chair: David Jünger, Sussex
Katarzyna Czerwonogóra, Tel Aviv
“Frauenarbeit” Between Germany and Palestine: Dr. Rahel Straus as a Zionist Feminist
Gilad Shenhav, Tel Aviv
Between Abgrund and Tehom: Gershom Scholem and the Question of Language
Florian Zabransky, Sussex
Male Jewish Sexuality and the Holocaust

14:30-16:00 Lunch

16:00-17:00 Visit to the Museum of The Jewish People at Beit Ha’utsot

THIS PROGRAM IS GENEROUSLY SUPPORTED BY THE ANGLO-ISRAEL ASSOCIATION (AIA)